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About This Game

The official FORMULA ONE™ game returns with new circuits, split-screen and co-op Championship modes plus all the cars
and stars from the 2011 season. Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh International Circuit, race the iconic Nürburgring
circuit for the first time in High Definition and take on Abu Dhabi with a spectacular new day night transition. Use KERS and

DRS to blast past rivals and race wheel-to-wheel against Lewis Hamilton, Fernando Alonso and Sebastian Vettel. Go from
Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode, set your best lap in Time Attack or
test yourself online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate a full 24 car grid. Off track, become immersed in the world’s most

glamorous sport with enhanced media interaction, expanded Paddock, new Parc Ferme area and celebration animations. F1
2011™ - be the driver, live the life – go compete!

Key Features

The sequel to the BAFTA award winning 2millon+ seller F1 2010™

Go compete in split-screen, co-op Championships and online against 16 players plus 8 AI to simulate full 24 car grids

Features all the stars, cars and circuits from the 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP™

Debut ahead of the drivers at India’s Buddh circuit and take on the Nürburgring for the first time in High Definition in a
FORMULA ONE game
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Use KERS and DRS for new attack and defence options – blast past rivals and defend your line

Be the Drive, live the life – new Parc Ferme area, enhanced media interactions, new celebrations and more immerse you
in the world’s most exciting sport.

Race wheel-to-wheel with stars like Sebastian Vettel, Lewis Hamilton and Fernando Alonso

Go from Rookie to 2011 FIA FORMULA ONE DRIVERS’ WORLD CHAMPION in career mode or take on quick fire
modes including Time Attack.

Features new Pirelli tires, flashback and new authentic engine damage
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Title: F1 2011
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Codemasters Birmingham
Publisher:
Codemasters
Release Date: 19 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.4Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 5400+

Memory: 2GB Ram

Graphics: GeForce 7800/Radeon X1800 or higher

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Hard Drive:12.5 GB HD space

Sound: DirectX Compatible Soundcard or onboard audio

Other Requirements: Online play requires log-in to Games For Windows - Live. Click here for a list of countries/regions with
service.
Network Requirements:

Broadband internet connection required (512kbps+ recommended)

TCP/IP Network
Supported Graphics Cards:

ATI Radeon x1800, x1900, x1950, HD2400, HD2600, HD2900, HD3XXX Series, HD4XXX Series, HD5XXX Series,
HD6XXX Series

NVIDIA Geforce 7800, 7900, 7950, 7950Gx2, 8400, 8600, 8800, 9600, 9800, 9800Gx2, GeForce 210, GT220, GTS250,
GTX2XX Series, GTX4XX Series, GTX5XX Series

Not compatible with all integrated sound/graphics solutions (inc. laptops).

English,German,French,Italian
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Needs more parts and things to do in sandbox, more rockets, satelites,lunar landers, types of rockets, cockpits, deployments,. It's
alright. Not good, not bad, but decent.

Pros:
- pretty
- (limited) score system
- builder
- fairly easy to get the hang of
- multiple difficulties
- costs like $3

Cons:
- no real point
- no score board
- no rewards for staying alive longer
- builder controls remind me of an uncalibrated Nintendo DS
- too easy to stay alive once you do get the hang of it
- harder difficulties just means the platform breaks more often
- lags a lot
- dash mode doesn't seem to do anything?

The way it is now, I don't really feel comfortable recommending it. Even a simple goal system would make it more fun. But
right now, its entertainment level is about on par with a timewaster iPhone game, even if the graphics are nicer.. Story 10\/10
visual 10\/10
sound 10\/10
Gameplay 8\/10

The only things that I don't like is some of the mini game that I have to play during class trial, but overall this game is
masterpiece. If no further developments to this game in its current early access state, then it's still a good choice at it's (current
as of this writing) $9.99USD price. There is a sufficient amount of combat to entertain until you unlock freeform mode. Then
once you've done that, there's just 3 more rounds and the game is basically finished. Punching, shoving, throwing enemies and
clobbering enemies with stage props are all in the game right now. No waiting for future updates that may or may not come.

There are 3(?) different weapon types. Of the these, the sword seems particularly good at dismembering enemies. The axe may
be able to as well, but it felt much easier to accidentally dismember with swords. The hammer seems to have the longest reach.
If there were additional weapons, they're unremarkable.

You may want to regularly switch to open hand combat so you gain access to throw\/shoving. It can help tip the outcome in your
favor.

. Edit (2016\/11): I haven't used Black ink for a while now as Krita had a huge update allowing to draw on very high resolutions.
I will update this review if I draw on Black ink again and put links to my artworks in case they are good.

Outdated review :
In my opinion: very efficient and modern drawing software if you have a powerful gpu. I usually work with Krita but when I
need to draw on very high resolutions, well, Black Ink stays smooth and reactive while Krita can take 10s to display my stroke
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XD.

Some notes though:
- I already stated it but some people still seem to miss that it requires a powerful gpu, otherwise it is completely useless!
- The brush system is very powerful but can also be tricky and time consuming. Note that there are not many brushes so you'll
certainly end up doing yours.
- Keep in mind that this software is young => not much resources on it (tutorials, brushes, ...).
- It is a completely different way of thinking so if you don't like new stuff, this may be a bad idea.
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Claybook is amazing apart from the creepy kid, i love the physics and how unique it is! I wish things fell when you carved into
them. 10/10. I saw this little gem by chance and since I liked what I saw, plus the apparent dedication of the devs and an existing
loyal but small playerbase, I picked it up.

Alien Arena: Warriors Of Mars is a fun oldschool like Arena FPS in a more modern look, featuring martians, robots, drones and
humans to dispose of.
It's got several gamemodes, online and offline play, you can host yourself, and all 3 DLC map packs are for free.

Btw: There are more servers around than I had guessed and players as well. Way more than steam shows because it's a cross-
platform game.
No prob to find multiple matches.

After installing I just played a DM match with bots that I barely won, the bots are pretty good (several difficulties to choose
from).

Update: You can boost with the strafekeys similar to like Quake, Quake 3 and dodge by tapping the movement keys twice like
in UT. Ofc, I still have to get used to the game mechanics and figure some things out.

The regular price is surprisingly low and far too low to be on par with its actual gameplay value, especially now on sale it's so
dirt cheap, there is no excuse not to buy it.
Hence, I bought right away another copy for a buddy. ^^

Just try it yourself; if you enjoy Arena FPS, you'll probably like it :). Surprisingly difficult! I had fun playing this game, but you
only have room to mess up very few times (1-4 usually). Which means that you'll have to restart multiple times to complete a
single level. The soundtrack is pretty good and the English translation is impressive!

7\/10. This is actually a really cool game. It works like Limbo but with really cool music. You can actually play based on the
beat of the song. 9\/10

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4joeakhtoXw. The Alien Breed Trilogy is a less than decent twin stick shooter with a
sufficiently mysterious narrative that actually kept me going to the end (of all three). However, every time I find myself
enjoying the game, its short comings slap me to my senses and prevent me from ever getting immersed. This has been an
exercise in identifying poor user experience and player discomfort. I cannot recommend this game when there are twin-stick
shooters out there, like Shadowgrounds, that I've enjoyed with a lot less effort to stay engaged.

What I liked:
-------------
+ Visuals are decent, and do a sufficient job at making things look credible. I found the voice acting to be above what I
expected.
+ Good variety of aliens.
+ The length of the game is ok for its price.

What I disliked:
---------------
- The controls and camera were highly uncomfortable to use. Your hero aims where your mouse is, which is what you'd expect
from a twin-stick shooter. The problem is with the camera. There's a tilt just enough to create a parallex error, which makes it
really uncomfortable to aim and shoot, especially when you need to do it quickly before getting swarmed at times.
I highly recommend you enable FPS mouse aim in this file:
Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Alien Breed 3 Descent\\AlienBreed3DescentGame\\Config\\DefaultInput.ini
Change bUsingFPSMouseAim to TRUE.

This will make Alien Breed feel like Shadowgrounds in terms of camera and controls. You always aim north of your screen,
with the mouse rotating your guy. This elimates the parallex error. The problem is, there are specific parts of the game (in all
three episodes) that lock the camera and revert the controls back to the original feel. At times, this is fine. At other times, like at
specific boss fights, if you have the FPS mouse aim set to TRUE, you're unable to aim, and have to revert the controls to fight
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properly.

What I also found uncomfortable was the way you use items like grenades or health packs. No quick bar here - you have to tap
buttons to browse through your item list, and hold the "use" button (to various durations depending on item) to actually use
them. They were clearly not designed to be used on short notice, but I've found myself frequently needing to do so. Most of the
time, it was either the flashbang to stun the horde mauling you to death, or a medkit to survive long enough to fight back.
Because of the cumblesome way to use these items, I could only use one of them in a hurry, never both.

Speaking of grenades, the frag grenade also weren't designed to be used as a reaction to an incoming horde. You have to charge
up the "toss meter" to throw them far enough to avoid killing yourself, but the meter charges up so slowly that by the time it's
tossed out, the horde would be in your face. This usually causes the grenade to blow up on impact, which kills the aliens nice,
but would also seriously hurt if not kill you.

- No unlimited\/quick save. You can only save the game at specific in-game consoles that your hero comes across on the levels.
At times, the frequency is fine, at other times, it's rubbish. It's possible to go on for what seem like 30 minutes of game play
without encountering one of these consoles. I've once the game crash after a boss fight, only to reload back to a save console a
short distance before encountering the boss in the first place.

- Lack of hit\/kill confirmation audio\/visual feedback. Shooting the aliens feel weightless and floaty because there's little\/no
audio indicating hits\/kills, just green blood particles and the alien flipping over to die. This makes the gun mechanics feel
unrewarding and unsatisfying. The only satisfying weapon is the shotgun, because a lot of stuff die to it in one hit, effectively
making the firing sound fx feel like the hit\/kill sfx.

- No stamina indicator for sprinting. There are boss fights where you have to manage your sprints, so the lack of a stamina bar
makes it annoying to know when you will be forced to stop sprinting, or when you can sprint again.

- Uncomfortable\/tedious level design. You are made to backtrack quite a bit to flip switches in sequence so that you can
eventually proceed. I found it hard to get immersed in the narrative significance (or lack thereof) of these switches, so it got
repetitive quickly for me. To add to the discomfort, your hero sometimes gets caught in the level's props that looked passable,
forcing you to back off a bit to walk around them. This can either harmlessly break the flow, or cause you to get swarmed and
die. There's also one level with overlaying bars at the top which blocked the camera's view of your hero, which can also be
annoying or fatal, depending on the situation.

- Unclear weapon effectiveness. You can upgrade your weapon's damage\/reload\/fire rate. I've only ever found it worth
upgrading the damage since ammo\/credits are precious. The problem is, it's unclear how effective the upgrade weapon actually
is. The upgrades are described qualitatively instead of hard numbers, so you don't really know how much damage you're dealing.
At times, the same alien dies noticable quicker, other times, they can withstand a longer barrage. It may be due to the range drop
off, but it feels random and frustrating, because the inconsistency prevents mastery of how many rounds\/long to shoot for each
kill. Also, despite the impressive visual fx of the "later game" weapons, their damage output appears disappointing when used on
bosses. The shotgun at close range was the best for me almost all the time. Maybe this was by design, but the ammo was so
precious on those weapons that I never felt it worthwhile to use them on mobs.. You need to create an account in addition to
your Steam account in order to play :(
In VR you can not type anything into the "create account" fields.
Outside VR the "create account" button is not working.
On the website you can not create an account at all.

The game tend to freeze and can not be restarted because its "already running". Need to reboot PC in order to restart the game.
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